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Community support overwhelming
This year was the first time I have not
shared the wholesome and fulfilling
experience of ANZAC Day in our
village, since a motivated group got
together some years ago, and
developed an ANZAC Day observance
that has gone from strength to strength
since that time. Watching the
television coverage was no substitute,
solo and not swept up with emotion
that often spills over and there is no
stopping the tears, the reflections, the
gratitude long felt as the Valley’s
recognition of the significance of the
ANZAC forces as they were
slaughtered on foreign land; it is more
poignant in the shadows of the
cenotaph in now silenced confines of
the village centre, and a gathering of
town-folk and visitors embracing
babies to centenarians.
Congratulations to the committee for
their efforts and our community for
their respectful presence. In addition to
photographic coverage in this issue we
also print the Commemorative address
by Alison Baker.
A tribute also due for the back-up team
who produced the Valley Voice this
month; Diana Jaffray and Jason Horton
stepped into the unexpected breach and
have produced a fine copy of this
publication as part of our regular
service to Kangaroo Valley. Not for
the first time our autumn/winter
calendar overflows with opportunities
for cultural appreciation and
participation in a range of community
activities which provides a distinct
attraction to living in this surprising
and stimulating place; starting with two
Gershwin recitals in May, quickly
followed by a world class Cello
concert, a full scale production of

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Much Ado about Nothing by Northholm
College from Sydney (their fifth visit
here).
Save some of your energy for the PreSchool Winter Dance, turn out to witness
the 40th running of the King of the
Mountain and then a small break
(allowing for the return of the hit series
Not The Buster Keaton Silent Movie
Festival), before the Folk Festival offers
their enjoyable and varied three day
program of music, song and dance in the
valley. There is no doubt that the
Valley’s ensign is firmly attached in the
future to the continued growth of the
tourist industry which in many respects
has changed in the last 20 years
(particularly with respect to longer term
holiday accommodation and the surge of
popularity of the valley as a wedding
destination). There is a major tourist
development proposed now for a
property situated between Kangaroo
Valley Road and Tourist Road and on a
page 12 of this issue a group of
concerned residents and property owners
have made their objections to the
concept loud and clear. See page 51 for
details of a meeting in Berry on May 8
when the proposal will be open for
discussion. Last month we gave
preliminary notice of the Valley Voice
Poetry competition designed to direct
some creative effort into joining the
country wide interest in poetry as a direct
and stimulating form of communication
at all levels of the community. With the
impact of new technology especially
impacting on our younger citizens we are
keen to observe as to whether
presentation of ideas will traverse new
forms or perhaps draw on the past
techniques (from centuries past even) as
the most effective way of putting a point
across, even today. With nearly $1300 in
prize-money we are hopeful of a positive
and sustained response from the
community whose choice of content and
styles of expression should represent an
interesting snapshot of our community.
There are no council grants or
government programs to cover this new
event. It is a Voice initiative (more
details on page 13) where some early
submissions are presented. Entries to
P.O. Box 6135 Kangaroo Valley NSW
2577 or email
thevoice@kangaroo.valley.nsw.au.
Carl Leddy
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Anzac Day in Kangaroo Valley
A colourful parade including
veterans, students and community
members was led by Captain Tony
Aldred and a contingent from HMAS
‘Albatross’, for a Remembrance
Service at the War Memorial in the
Village.
Witnessed by 400 people, the emotional
Ceremony included a thought-provoking
Commemorative Address presented by
Allison Baker (see page ), Anzac songs
by the Public School choir and
significant poems recited with feeling by
two students.
The community is justly proud of this
special contribution to the remembrance of
the servicemen and women who risked their
lives and well being for an ideal and the
defence of our Nation.

For the first time the anthem of New Zealand
was sung and this with the Australian and
British anthems, enhanced the understanding
and acceptance that each ANZAC Day is a
shared commemorative and solemn event.
Thank you to all members of the community
who helped in so many different ways to
achieve this success. Your support is vital to
the continued success of this event.
The commemorative coins will be awarded
to every student when school resumes and
the Committee wishes to thank all staff
members for their support for the Essay and
Poster competitions.
The beautiful silver ANZAC coin offered in
the Raffle was won by Mrs Winsome who
was delighted to claim it. Thank you for the
community support.
Twenty one children and their families
benefited from the prizes that were made

Commemorative Address by Alison Baker
One of the rewards of giving this address is
the history that I have been able to discover
of my own family. As a young person I
don’t ever remember being much aware of
the wars in which my Dad and Grand father
fought, except that my Father was in Japan
and Korea after WW2 and thought the
Japanese women very attractive. Perhaps
this was the type of remark, many returned
soldiers used to deflect conversation on
their time spent serving their country. Over
my time here in KV, I have listened with
much interest to the addresses given on
Anzac day and read the essays and like of
the students at KVPS. My own daughter’s
high school history studies were also
enlightening. This year, being the first year
the NZ anthems will be played in KV, it
seems appropriate that an expat NZer be
giving this address.

It is 100 years since WW1 began, when as
part of the British empire NZ and
Australians enlisted in huge numbers to
join the war effort. A wave of patriotic
fervor swept both countries, perhaps
summed up in this quote” things were
getting serious over there. They wanted
men. We were men ready to fight. I was 21
I could please myself”
Men paraded down main streets all across
both countries, off to do service to King
and country. They enlisted, they were not
conscripted! Did they believe they were
bullet proof? Or were they in search of
excitement, before settling down to a life
very much known. Farm work and the like.
Many even lied about their age to go and
fight. Without television and the internet,
what could they know about what they
were signing up for?
(Continued on page 19)

Front page photo: Three generations of Rebbecks,
ANZAC photos by Nicole Poelzl - More photos pages 4, 19, 39, 40 and 50

possible by the generosity of our donors who
each year willingly respond.
Thank you to Abbie, Jaii, Seb, Blake, Lili,
Maya and Ben for their official duties; all very
well performed. A special thank
congratulations to Jai Styles the worthy
recipient of the ANZAC Award seen in the
photo below being presented by my eldest
grand daughter, Amber Bray.
The Lions Club, Ambulance, Rural Fire,
Police and The Voice, all played theirs parts
and with the cheerfulness of, Mardi, Nigel,
Lance and the stalwart Franz, the day went
very well. What a team!
In 2015 we are planning something really
special for the 100th anniversary and we
confidently look forward to your continued
interest.
Joan Bray
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It pays to be skeptical
Hi there,
While visiting this weekend, I enjoyed
looking through KVV - it's great there's such a
vibrant community in the Valley, and it's part
of the reason we keep coming back.
As a computer consultant, I read with interest
the advice on page 33 of the April edition, but
I must admit to being immediately sceptical as
I read item 1, which claimed that chain emails had e-mail trackers on them. Given the
reasonable advice immediately preceding this
(to check things on snopes.com) is something
I often follow anyway, I did just that. I found
that not only did this information not, in fact,
originate at snopes.com, but that they also
roundly discount the notion of such e-mail
trackers (see <http://www.snopes.com/
inboxer/petition/false.asp>). E-mail address
verification can be carried out by spammers
by including a link to a unique image or page
in each individual message they send, but
spammers don't use chain e-mails as that
would only ever "confirm" the first e-mail
address they sent it to. They cannot get reports
back on all the addresses a chain e-mail is
forwarded to.
There are some useful pieces of info in the
piece, such as using BCC for mass mailings so
you don't spray your address book around the
Internet (there are other reasons I covered in a
piece I wrote for Australian MacWorld some
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years back, see <http://
www.macworld.com.au/help/bcc-how-touse-blind-carbon-copy-and-why-128/>), and
it is a good idea to remove prior recipients/
senders from forwarded e-mail, but much of
the rest of the information poisons the well
of any good advice. E-mail petitions truly
do not achieve much as they're not centrally
collated - but that doesn't mean online
petitions are worthless. By all means, sign
online petitions at sites like charge.org they've achieved some real change by
weight of numbers, and your e-mail address
is neither tracked nor sprayed across the
Internet. It's hard to comment on the
efficacy of the other suggestions regarding
spam postal mail and marketing phone calls,
but I doubt they would be the most effective
methods in the long run. It truly does pay to
be sceptical of information garnered (or
forwarded) online, even if it claims to be
from such reputable sites as snopes.com.
Sean
The Editor

Anne-Louise O’Connor receives
award
Yesterday (23rd April), I was very pleased
to join a gathering of 65 people at the
Shoalhaven Heads Bowling and Recreation
Club to formally present local resident Anne
-Louise O’Connor with her 2014 Kiama
Woman of the Year Award.
Anne-Louise has been involved with many
different community groups in Shoalhaven
Heads since moving there from Sydney with
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her husband John in 1999, including the local
RFS during the fires of 2000-2001 (including
on Christmas Day), the local Chamber of
Commerce and the Shoalhaven Heads VIEW
Club as the publicity officer.
She is most well-known and respected locally
as the Editor of the Heads News since October
2004, which is produced by locals for locals in
Shoalhaven Heads.
Through her dedication, warmth and hard
work, Anne-Louise continues to make a lasting
contribution to our local community. She is a
passionate advocate for the Heads and
thoroughly deserving of this prestigious award.
Gareth Ward
The Editor
"One More Parade"
The Valley at its best.
We are blessed with super children.
Well done Joan Bray and her team.
I spoke with many visitors and they were rapt
with the valley and its friendly people.
While I have your attention:We need to do something about the Bridge in
peak times.
I counted 51 cars without a break after the
service.
Any ideas?
Oh yes and one more thing The crossing outside the school.
My observations - an accident waiting to
happen.
Either its a crossing or its not.
Ideas please
Yours aye
Derek Lucas
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Solar Celebrations
On the afternoon of 13th April a group
of supporters of the community
gathered at the Ambulance Station
and Community Centre in Broughton
Street to celebrate the completion of
the works on the Solar Panel and
Lighting Upgrade. The weather held
out for the function but it was touch
and go leading up with some earlier
showers in the day. Hard to believe
that the centre will be celebrating 10
years in the next few weeks.
The gathering were joined by State
Member, Gareth Ward, Mayor Joanna
Gash and Ward One councillors
Lynnette Kearney and Andrew Guile.
Representing the NSW Ambulance
Service William Fuller, our local station
manager expressed gratitude with the
project that has already delivered
benefits by reducing the station power
bills significantly.
Chris Cooper the President RePower
Shoalhaven Inc., spoke of their involvement
and expressed his thanks to Mike & Cathy
Gorman who were the drivers of the program.
Also on hand was Mark Fleming who is the
Regional Coordinator of the South East
regional clean energy program and a group of
RePower members.
Gareth Ward talked about his admiration of
the Kangaroo Valley Community who
consistently show that they are willing to
support themselves. This was reinforced by
Joanna Gash who stated that councils are
supportive of communities that help
themselves and are self-directed. The
construction of the Ambulance Station and
Community Centre is a great example of the
Kangaroo Valley community.
Joanna read the list of names of the more than
30 contributors as a list of honour and this
was followed by the presentation of the
certificate of appreciation to all contributors
present.
Mike Gorman outlined the background of the
program and some of the challenges that were
confronted but was grateful to the
contributors who were keen to support the
initiative. Mike acknowledged the support
and drive of Cathy who was not able to be
there. See Stats at a Glance for all the details.
This project was only delivered because of
their generosity in the supply of materials
and labour and drive.
After the formalities were finalities the group
retired to the ambulance station garage where
RePower supplied Canapés and Lions
supplied the sausage sandwiches.

Don’t miss
the Poetry

Stats at a Glance
On track to reduce the amount it needs from the
grid by 70%
Power Usage
 50% of the power generated is used
 7500 kw per annum being exported back to
the grid during the day
 Only 4000 kw per annum will be imported
during the night
Project Costs
 Labor was donated by KV Electrical equivalent of $4000
 Materials for solar equipment and lighting
upgrade were all supplied at wholesale
 Financial savings equal more than $3000 per
annum at today’s rate
 Cost of project this size is $23,000
 Cost of LED lights was $600
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With recent rains the gardens at the
community centre have got a bit out of
hand and in response we have cleared
some vegetation around the building.
You will notice some changes over the
coming months as we start a bit of a
renewal in the gardens.
The council has approved the
construction of the disabled parking bay
adjacent to the centre however it will take
a while before it becomes a reality. The
club has also employed an additional
cleaner to help maintain the community
centre in the best possible condition.
The celebration of the completion of the solar
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panels and lighting upgrade went well (see
separate story). In May the community centre
turns 10 and the club would like to thank all
of you in the community who have supported
Lions during that time. Any contributor who
did not attend the solar celebration can collect
their certificate of appreciation from the
pharmacy.
During April the club has made a number of
donations to different causes that have
included; guide dogs, youth deaf camps, drug
and alcohol awareness, prostate and a
foundation set up to help preserve the
Tasmanian devil. On sale at the pharmacy
there are some raffle tickets that Lions are
selling to help with research into childhood
cancer. Whilst there consider a pudding or
cake; they are nice warmed now that the
weather is heading towards winter.
To those of you who are frequent purchasers
of our mints you will notice a price increase.
It has been sometime since the last price
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increase however they still remain good
value.
The club has just paid Kidz Wish Illawarra a
contribution towards Anastasia’s chair. They
will organise the build and supply of the new
chair that Anastasia will use very soon. We
look forward to seeing her receiving the
chair and improving her mobility.
The end of the month closed with the annual
Anzac Parade catering. Each year we get
busier and the first 30 minutes with the
onslaught of participants and supporters is
something to see to believe. To all of those
who put money into the tins a big thank you
for your support. All money raised is held in
trust to support for the great work that the
Anzac Day committee do.
The club is on the search for new members
and anyone interested is encouraged to come
along and meet us and decide for yourself.
Just give one of us a call or email
kvlions@bigpond.com

Bill Lawson turns 101
Bill may be physically frail but he is still
mentally as alert as ever providing the
usual quick repartee at his recent
birthday party. He celebrated quietly
with family and was in great form. Bill is
living independently and still has a
great memory.
Many happy returns Bill!

Bill with Amelie and Ariel
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Picking the harvest
Autumn is a productive time in the
Valley, ‘Seasons of mist and yellow
fruitfulness’, a time to pick the
grapes, the olives and the citrus.
One of the highlights is the bringing in
of the grape harvest at Yarrawa Estate;
a really fun community day.
The weather threatened to rain but

‘

Thanks to
everyone for
another
successful
harvest for
Yarrawa
Estate

’

thankfully held off, so by lunch time four
tonne harvest was picked and ready for
transport to Crooked River to the care of the
wine maker. Next time the industrious pickers
will see the result of their labours will be in a
glass of the delectable re –chambourcin.
Sue and Mark Foster wish to thank everyone
who participated in the day and another
successful harvest for Yarrawa Estate.
Joan Bray
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The Bard goes back to the 80s
It was the eighties; a time of big hair
and even bigger shoulder pads, pop
music and the family sitcom, the birth
of the blockbuster and the romantic
comedy.
To celebrate Shakespeare’s 450th
birthday and Northholm Grammar’s fifth
year in the Valley, the school is preparing
to bring the original romantic comedy,
Much Ado About Nothing, to the
Kangaroo Valley Community Hall on
June 13 and 14.
Brimming with witty one liners and hilarious
characters, director Brad Turbott has
transported the play from a villa in Messina,
Italy to a high school in that most outrageous
of decades- the 80s!
This is a modern retelling of Shakespeare's
classic comedy about two pairs of lovers with
different takes on romance and a way with
words. Young lovers Hero (Messina High
Cheerleading Captain) and Claudio (Messina
High’s star student), soon to wed, conspire to
get verbal sparring partners and confirmed
singles Mr. Benedick (the school’s sarcastic
Drama teacher) and Miss Beatrice (the
equally verbose Art teacher) to wed as well.
As they have both “railed against marriage”
for so long, this will be no mean feat. But with
the help of Mr. Don Pedro (the Head of
English Literature), Margaret (the Student
Body President) they might just pull it off.

That is if the evil Coach John and his
Wolverines football team don’t ruin their
plans through their conniving ways.
Much Ado About Nothing has been widely
heralded as Shakespeare’s wittiest play. With
verbal barbs and hilarious turns of phrase,
this play has something for everyone to
enjoy. In what has become a sort of tradition
for Northholm and Shakespeare, another
layer of fun is added in changing the setting
and time. Many will remember their version
of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ bringing
magic and mirth to a seedy 1940’s jazz bar.
With a play as fun and fast as ‘Much Ado
About Nothing’, the eighties fit like a
fingerless glove.
“I grew up in the eighties and have fond
memories of all the movies, music and TV
shows of that time. As soon as the idea came
to us, we started working with staff and
parents who each had their favourite eighties
memories. The updating of the script became
a huge collaborative effort with people
adding lines from famous films or songs they
enjoyed” says Turbott.
“It got to the point where we were adding in
jokes or references and the students would
say to me ‘what does that mean’ and I just
promised them, ‘Don’t worry, your parents
will love it’”
The students have all been through a
whirlwind eighties learning period, with lists
of films and TV shows to watch as well as

music to listen to in order to prepare for the
play. What this has resulted in is a rapid-fire
script with great lines and blink-and-you’llmiss-them 80s references. With lines and
scenes straight from eighties classics such as
The Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off,
When Harry Met Sally, Star Wars, The
Terminator and the Karate Kid combined with
beautiful Shakespearian text, there’s
something in the show for everybody.
“The fashion has been another really fun thing
to work on,” says Assistant Director Anja
Bless. “We were inundated with costumes
from parents and staff. It seems that
everybody has something sitting in the back
of their closet from the eighties that they just
don’t want to throw out. Lots of denim,
collars and shoulder pads. That would be the
most noticeable thing in the costumes, those
shoulder pads!”
With the play still going through final
rehearsals, there is sure to be more crazy
elements put into the show. And as tickets are
already selling fast for the Sydney shows, it’s
sure to be another great night when Much
Ado About Nothing arrives in Kangaroo
Valley.
Much Ado About Nothing plays at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Hall on
Friday June 13 and Saturday June 14.
Tickets will be on sale soon.
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Local ‘girl’ Chelsea shines at Show
Local born and bred English
Setter Chelsea started the long
weekend at Sydney Royal.
Amongst stiff competition
Chelsea was placed in her class
but not before she had a busy
day chatting with the locals at
the show. In fact the day was so
exhausting at the Royal that she
insisted in being pushed through
the crowds. (pictured at right)
Chelsea is a very active dog, and I
think much of it can be put down
to the fact that she spends so much
time with her sister (an Australian
Kelpie) that she too thinks that she
is a working dog and not a show
dog.
On the day after the Royal Chelsea
fronted up to the English Setter and
Setter Specialists shows. The
specialist show is where four breeds
(all setters), English, Irish, Gordon,
and Red & White are judged to select
the best of the “setters”. The judges
who preside over the specialist shows
are experts at the breed and to be
awarded “Best In Show” in your class
is regarded as a special win. At 18
months Chelsea is already an
Australian Champion and well on her

way to becoming a Supreme
Champion.
Pictured at right is Chelsea being
awarded the place with the owner Paul
Terrett and the Judge Mrs Mary
Kerfoot from Western Australia. Also
at the Specialist Show was Monty.
Sadly it was not a show that he wanted
to be at and I think that he must have
shared some of the vibes with the judge
who did not place him. He is shown
here looking supreme but not good
enough on the day.
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Hope everyone had happy holidays with
your families! Preschool is now open for
term two.
Under the latest regulations, we are now
able to take limited enrolments for
children who are less than two years of
age. The children must be able to walk,
unless they have an additional need.
They must be able to eat finger food
independently (eg sandwiches) and they
must be able to drink from a sipper cup
(baby bottles are not used at preschool).
Please contact the preschool if you would
like any further information.
The preschool has a website! Big thanks to
Cecily Paterson who has guided us through the
process of website creation. The web address is
www.kangaroovalleypreschool.org.au.
Have a look!
The interests we have been following this month
at preschool include investigating the world
through magnifying glasses. The children have
collected interesting objects, both inside and in
the natural environment to look at closely. They
have cut out coloured cellophane to clip onto the
magnifying glasses to investigate the science of
colour.
Shapes have been a focus of the games and
craft. The children have been developing their
creativity, vocabulary, tracing and scissor skills
as they have cut out & decorated a variety of
geometric shapes. The children had to rely on
their sense of touch as they took turns to take an
attribute block from a feely bag, then name it
while having their eyes closed!

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

In the field of music we have been
practising our co-ordination skills with
dancing games and keeping the beat
with tapping sticks while singing
favourite songs.
Music and art were combined as the
children created amazing art works at
the easel while listening to some of
Beethoven’s symphonies through
headphones as they painted!
The annual preschool Winter Dance is
to be held on Saturday June 21st this
year. Keep that date in mind for an
exciting evening of entertainment!

The preschool held its annual general
meeting on Thursday 27th March. The 2014
preschool committee is:
President: Belinda Stewart
Vice President: Cecily Paterson
Secretary: Camille Delmenico
Treasurer: Dalys Hargreaves
Committee Members: Chris Pryor, Karen
Grundy and Katie Perry.
Fund Raising co-ordinator: Belinda Stewart.
Congratulations and thank you to you all for
donating your time and talents to become
the administrators of our community

2

1

5
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1. Investigating
2. Nina can draw flowers
3. Emily’s art
4. Molly made Humpty Dumpty
5. Joey’s triangle
6. Evelyn investigates insects
7. Riley at work
8. Sharni’s star
9. Max listening and creating

6

8

7

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence

massage therapy

dry needling

gym membership

psychology

exercise programs

podiatry

9

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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Friendly Inn Garden (FIG)
A harvest party was held in The
Friendly Inn Garden on 4 April to
celebrate our abundant potato crop,
reaped after the first year of
production. Members and friends
brought their favourite dressing for
the occasion, and wow, what a
delightful spread of exotic delights
were shared – thistle, aubergine
salsa, chilli con carne and numerous
others.
We made the most of Daylight Saving
before the season change, swapped summer
stories and revelled in the small successes
of the garden to date. A break in the
weather enabled us to congregate on the
lawn out the back of the Pub, using the
shelter as a hub to bake and distribute
potatoes, which were enjoyed by all.
Infrastructure construction has slowed
following good rains which left the soil
saturated, preventing machine access to the
FIG site; however the groundwater is fully
charged for the winter growing season
ahead. Hopefully, we’ll be able to rotavate
the rows designated for traditional
vegetable crops which Bruno has lined up
for planting; including peas, broad beans,
broccoli, cauliflower and leeks. We meet
each Thursday morning at 9.30am and
would love you to join us. Tree planting
will be taking place in the edible forest
garden section in May, and compost bins
will be able to start taking autumn leaves
and other contributions.
Services have been installed, thanks to
Mark Dryden, Mike Gorman and Peter Still
for advice and materials. Raised beds are
being built, filled and planted; ‘dry stone
walls’ are taking shape and the pathways
will be completed in the next month – so
there is always something to do, learn about
and share. With Anzac Day in mind, we are
taking slips of rosemary for propagating
and planting. If anyone has other
suggestions, please come and have a yarn.
Constructive criticism is always welcome,
and physical help is even better.
As a group, we’re consolidating the garden
area, concentrating on the social aspects of
growing community and the garden is
developing as a result. We have proved we
can get the results from this site, as shown
at the KV Show, now we’re making a place

for people to be. The principles of The
Living Building Challenge and Project for
Public Spaces (PPS) are being applied to the
garden as we stretch the thinking to devise
sustainable ways of building our future.
“Nothing is more dangerous than an idea,
when you only have one idea” – Emile
Chartier.
The next FIG function will be a pizza night
on 13 June. After the success of the last
party, please RSVP early to Peter to avoid
disappointment.
Jim Anderson

Tapas on the mountain
every Friday night
… overlooking the lights
of the Shoalhaven

Don’t miss the
Poetry Competition

The Lookout
Cambewarra Mountain

live music

great food

from 6pm

bookings

magic views
4465 1321

1 Cambewarra Lookout Rd
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Major Development !
A massive development has been applied for on the pristine and peaceful Berry Mountain.
Half-way from Kangaroo Valley to Berry. Proposed on an existing farm that adjoins
the Cambewarra (Black Ash) Nature Reserve.
The development fronts both Kangaroo Valley road and Tourist road at Bellawongarah.
Address: 801 Kangaroo Valley Road, Bellawongarah – Rockfield Park








42 accommodation units
90 seat restaurant for guests
150 person conference/function centre, bar and lounge
116 car parking spaces
Day Spa for guests
Covers approximately 50 acres

Application is lodged with council under reference number RA14/1001. Note: this is RA not
DA as it is so big it must go to Regional Development Panel after SCC runs its normal
process. Presentations by the applicant to a small group of local residents, has raised the
following concerns:

Road Safety




Existing roads between Berry and Kangaroo Valley are dangerous.
The applicants own traffic study estimates a 75% increase in traffic.
Unfamiliar drivers, late night departures, alcohol and hostile road conditions
means danger for all.

Threats to Wildlife



Impact on the adjoining Cambewarra Nature Reserve and threatened wildlife.
Impact and injury to wildlife due to traffic, noise, and light pollution.

Water use and sewerage into creeks






The overuse of water from existing springs will have a detrimental effect on
local waterways.
The disposal of waste water on this scale is problematic.
Economic impacts on existing businesses
A serious threat to existing businesses due to the scale of the development.
Economic impact and job creation/destruction needs careful thought.

Misinformation




Despite discussion about the restaurant and day spa being good for locals,
the applicant has confirmed these will be for accommodation guests only.
Liquor licensing would probably insist on this, given the location.
What other rumors are about?

Precedence


What next? Near you?

The Berry community is holding a public forum, a Kangaroo Valley response/meeting
to be decided.

Berry Community Forum
The Berry Courthouse
Thursday 8th May at 7:00pm
If you share our concern and want to stop this development
please send your submission to:
The General Manager, Shoalhaven Council, PO Box 42, Nowra, NSW, 2541
Or email: council@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
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Poetry
Calling budding poets of all ages, it’s time
to think creatively. The Kangaroo Valley
Voice is running a poetry competition.
Winning poets will see their work
published in this newsletter and receive a
cash prize..
ENTRY DETAILS
Theme: Open
Sections: Primary School, Secondary School
and Adults
Prize Money
Poem of the Month (announced in July and
September) = $30
First Prize (announced December): $150
Second Prize: $100
Third Prize: $50
Encouragement Award: $100 (per section)
Outstanding Award: $100Email entries to:
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
GETTING STARTED
Rule 1: Don’t be intimidated; just have a go
Rule 2: Poems do not have to rhyme, but
do have rhythm
Rule 3: There are no rules in poetry
SOME IDEAS
Write about something you know (a special
place, an object, a memory)
Use all your senses to make the poem come
alive (sights, sounds, smells, touch, taste)

Show don’t tell: use words to describe people
and places
Have a go at including some figurative
language: similes, metaphors,
personification, onomatopoeia
There is a world or resources on the Internet
providing tips on how to write poems. Listed
below are some useful sites to help you on
your way:
www.redroomcompany.org
www.poetryfoundation.org
www.poetry4kids.com
www.jackprelutsky.com
www.poets.org
www.abpa.org.au (bush poetry)
www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/
poetica/
A new nursery rhyme
In November it snowed,
a bizarre event, a happening mouse
which evaded the claws of history,
a snake of surprise
which slipped easily through
the bars constricting
of precedent’s jail.
Weather always was capricious,
it was nature’s way to keep it so,
it is the stuff of vital balance, not the debris
of the headlong rush of science
from those determined to play
with the building blocks of matter,

of the headlong rush of science
from those determined to play
with the building blocks of matter,
caring nothing about residual impacts
on this wonderland in space,
these external and prolific signs
are drumming harbingers of our times;
the greenhouse effect,
the rapid growth of arid zones,
the holes in atmosphere and space,
the death of forests
and vivid changes in expected climes.
Floods, droughts, fires, volcanoes, earthquakes,
mudslides, tidal waves of increasing frequency
and more severity.
The earth is a painful boil, impatient for release,
building up a sickly pestilence
from chemicals and plastics
that pollute the land and waters.
And now we rush to fill our skies
with electronic chatter, a prophylactic
entertainment, diverting half the world
from harsh realities of life,
while the other seeks survival.
What will happen, do you suppose,
when all three bags are full?
The unseasonal weather pattern caused me to
consider a little more closely what is happening
in our world. Present behaviour and
consequences, that could in future times be as
reviled as atomic power, when misused, is now.
CL
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The Modern Midden - another Inconvenient Truth
Jo Stirling’s project The Modern
Midden, created as part of her
Masters research, illustrates
graphically, and in a way that we
can all understand, how explosive
that change has been and how vital
it is for us to clean up the mess we
have made.
Some may say she is preaching to the
converted in Kangaroo Valley, a
town proud of it’s status of being the
first mainland town to stop using
plastic bags. But I would doubt any
visitor to the installation has come
away without a better understanding
of the issues and some ideas of what
they could do better in their dealings
with waste.
The residency began on Thursday 17
April with the showing of Trashed - a
powerful and heart breaking
documentary about what the human race
has managed to “achieve” in a very short
time and it’s devastating impact on the
natural world. Eighty people came to the
hall and bore witness to these crucial
facts. It wasn’t easy to watch but it is
vital viewing. We cannot afford to ignore
this problem and hope it will go away. It
won’t. Plastic is forever. And it is our
problem!
But there are things we can do to stem
the tide. There are things we can do now
to make sure that the future generations
will have an earth that is still inhabitable.
A huge part of the problem is domestic
waste and solutions can be found at a
local level. Yes! Even in Kangaroo
Valley. And that’s where Jo’s amazing
graphic installation, which visualises

Environmental changes are
incremental and barely register
in our lives but from
evolutionary and geological
perspectives WHAT IS
HAPPENING IS EXPLOSIVE
CHANGE.
David Suzuki
waste through information design, comes
into it. This wasn’t about turning waste
into an attractive art installation (though
that is certainly one way we can recycle
and reuse waste). This was about
messages and how graphic design can be
used to help people see and understand
this vital issue. Created and built over a
week at the Upper River Hall as part of an
artist residency offered by the Upper
Kangaroo River Progress Association, the
installation provides information that we
can easily understand about the processes
and issues around recycling and waste. It
offers the public the chance to learn, to
think about what they can do in their own
homes, to offer solutions, to ask questions,
to explore waste in a constructive, creative
way.
The residency and installation wrapped up
on Sunday 27 April, with a production line
sort of the waste that had been brought to
the hall as part of the project, and a
community BBQ to celebrate. But it
doesn’t end here. The installation is now a
prototype that Jo hopes will tour to other
places and other communities. The
engagement and input from the
community will be analysed and form part
of Jo’s Masters thesis and the discussions
and questions about waste and how we

KANGAROO VALLEY FIREWOOD
Seasoned Wood DELIVERED
and STACKED
Split to size to fit your fireplace
or stove

2 cubic metres $200
Call Jamie:
0412 424 069 / 4465 2520
We can come to you and cut up,
split your fallen trees.
Price on application.

deal with it must continue to happen.
To that end, here are some questions and ideas
that were raised during this project that are
relevant to our community things that we could
try and do something about. Why don’t we
have recycling bins in the village for tourists to
separate their waste into? Why don’t we have a
bulk co-op outlet in the village where we can
buy rice, grains, flours, sugar and other goods
using our own glass containers or paper bags?
How can we avoid single use plastics when
making our purchasing decisions? What is the
alternative to the plastic that cannot be
recycled? How can we as a community lobby
the NSW state government to adopt a ‘cash for
containers’ initiative like they have had for
years in South Australia. At the very least what
can we as individuals do to REFUSE. RE-USE.
RECYCLE.
If you think waste is someone else's problem,
think again.
Sarah Butler
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Thanks to our emergency service personnel

At one of our fortnightly meetings the
Kangaroo Valley Anglican Church’s
Men’s Group decided that we should
publically thank the Kangaroo Valley,
voluntary and paid, Emergency
Service personnel for their extremely
valuable contribution both in and
outside the valley.
We thought that, although Councils and
Governments have arranged special days
to highlight their dedication and efforts,
it would be good to do something on a
smaller scale just for our Valley
members.
We decided to invite them to a Saturday
morning breakfast which was held on 12th
April. It was great to see such a good response
from the various groups and it was a privilege

to be able to serve them and we thank the
ladies who helped us with the preparation
and cooking.
It was wonderful having Brian Smart, a
member of our Men’s Group and well
known and respected member of the Valley
Community, chair the proceedings. After
initially welcoming everybody Brian asked
Andrew Paterson to give thanks for our food
and we all tucked into a hearty breakfast of
cereal, yogurt and fruits followed by freshly
cooked bacon, sausages, eggs etc.
After we had all eaten, Bob Dunn, the
instigator of the event thanked the members
of the ESUs for attending the breakfast. He
then added our wholehearted thanks for not
only their efforts in being members of their
Units but also for their willingness to attend
all types of emergency. He expressed our

thanks that they often had to cope very
unpleasant and extremely dangerous
situations and at times put their own lives at
risk for the sake of others. Bob also
emphasised that the knowledge and skills
they had gained, to successfully complete
and cope with their missions, came from
many hours of practice and hard work.
Brian then invited people to share some of
the experiences they had had while attending
fires, accidents, floods etc. We were
entertained by a number of people with some
serious and at times humorous stories of
various emergencies that occurred in the
Valley as well as, other regional and
interstate activities.
Our morning together was closed by
thanking God for the Emergency Service
Units and asking for the protection of those
who serve in them.
Ron Bower

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone

44 651 621
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Commemorative Address
by Alison Baker
(Continued from page 3)

Officially, the Anzac tradition—the ideals of
courage, endurance and mateship—was
established in1915 when the Australian and
New Zealand Army Corps landed on the
Gallipoli Peninsula. It was the start of a
campaign that lasted eight months and
resulted in 3000 NZ soldiers and 8141
Australians dead, many more injured and
sick.
In researching this address, I found quotes
from historians, and soldiers alike proud of
the Anzac tradition, and many say it was the
foundation of nation building.
Today, around Australia, 100,000s will attend
services as we are here, to commemorate and
honour all who have served from Australia
and NZ over 100 years.
Like many of my age, we grew up not
learning very much from our parents and
grandparents. Perhaps I didn’t ask the right
questions, or did I not really appreciate what
had come before life as I knew it in rural
Christchurch?.
In 1915 the population of NZ was 1 million
and 105,000 enlisted and served overseas in
WW1. This equates to 20% of the total male
population of the time, a staggering number
of the able bodied of the day. These numbers
and percentages are also reflected in the
Australian enlistments. It must have seemed
that every young man was absent from their’
community and family.
Last year my Mother was able to live a long
held dream to visit Passchendaele. This town
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is in Belgium close to the French border,
broadly referred to as the Western front.
Passchendaele was the centre of a campaign
where the British and Allies (including
Anzac forces) fought the German empire
July – November 2017 as part of a strategy
to close down the German supply lines. This
was the coldest winter in 40 years and
remains NZ’s greatest military tragedy. 845
NZ Anzacs were killed and 1900 injured
within a few hours on one day, October 12.
In fact the Anzac corps of Brits, Aussies and
Kiwis lost (killed, injured and missing)
numbered 11650 men all for a gain of only
700 metres over 3 days. It was in this battle
that my Mother’s uncle William Gason lost
his life at the age of 22.
To this day the last post is played in the
nearby town of Ypres to honour those who
died.
What is lost when one losses one’s life?
You do not return home to friends and
family
You do not return to your job and help create
wealth in your community
You do not return home to marry and have
children and grandchildren
Above all you do not have your own life
anymore! To make of it what you will
When a young person dies we grieve for
what could have been!!
When my mother visited her Uncle’s
gravesite in Passchendaele, she believes she
was the first to have ever done so! And
perhaps the last!
(Continued on page 28)

Ben Stapleton flag
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123 - go … five super tips
One. Join a support group. No, I’m not
kidding. And no, it’s not as stupid as it
sounds. I’m part of an online Facebook
group that focuses on ‘living more with less’
and encourages members to pare down and
live more simply. It’s been very interesting
to be part of the discussions and to share
people’s achievements as they get rid of
things they haven’t needed or wanted for
years. If an online group isn’t for you, then
you might want to subscribe to a blog which
focuses on living with less.
www.365lessthings.com is a good place to
start. Alternatively, find a friend or a group
of friends who will share your commitment
to the task and make a plan of attack
together.
Two. Get some help. A member of the online
group I’m in recently posted a photograph of
her cleaned out linen cupboard. Her sister
had come over and the two of them had
worked on it together. It’s no secret that hard
jobs are usually easier when it’s not just you

Five things you can
do to help your
de-cluttering
efforts
doing it! Doing it with someone else not only
means that there are more hands for the task,
but it also provides you with conversation and
distraction while you’re working. Plus, it’s
harder to pull out and quit when there’s
another person in the room.
Three. Focus on one small thing at a time. It
might be that pile of papers in the corner of
the bedroom, or one cupboard in the kitchen.
What’s important is that it feels achievable.
You need to end your time with a sense of
accomplishment rather than feeling
despondent that you haven’t finished and have
in fact created more clutter.
Four. Set a realistic timeframe. If you know

Support Upper River Hall and get a tax deduction
Thank you Kangaroo Valley! With
your support we have now repaired the
structure of the Upper River Hall and
back area with new roofs, paint,
lighting and other improvements.
Now we want to fill it – not just with art
and cultural events but also with items
that make putting on events more
possible and the hall more useful and
inspiring.
Did you know you can now help us do this and
get a tax deduction for your generosity?
Just donate through the Australia Culture Fund

systems and acoustic exhibition partitions –
all installed and ready to go. How many more
projects would happen, be possible, be
inspired by the availability of this useful
space. With your help we can do this!
We have a wish list of items we are hoping to
buy – just email Sarah to get a copy. You can
nominate which item from our wish list you
would like to sponsor or you can make a
general donation. Big or small, we will
appreciate it all. And we are planning a
creative way to acknowledge all our
supporters in a visual artwork at the hall.
The Upper Kangaroo River Progress
Association thanks you for your ongoing
support and we hope to see you at the Upper
River Hall soon.

Nowra Neighbour Aid is looking for people that could spare an hour
or two weekly or fortnightly to visit older people that live alone in your
area.
Volunteers visit housebound people for a chat or take them for short
outings within their local community.
Please call Neighbour Aid on 44215205 for more information.
Please call Neighbour Aid on 44215205 for more

Are you looking
for a
volunteering
opportunity?

and nominate:
Upper Kangaroo River Progress Association
Inc. for restoration and upgrades of the
Upper River Hall (2013-14) as your
preferred project.
You can donate on-line at:
www.creativepartnershipsaustralia.org.au/
artist-projects/upper-river-hall or contact
Sarah Butler at upperriverhall@gmail.com
to get a form and donate by mail.
Imagine Kangaroo Valley’s very own
performing arts studio / visual art exhibition
gallery. With blackout curtains, projector
and screen, stage lights and PA, hanging

that you only have enough energy and focus
to do something for ten minutes, set your
timer for eight minutes. You’ll end with a
little bit of energy to spare which will inspire
you to do more next time. Don’t start out by
saying, “Today I will spend six hours dealing
with the untouched paperwork in my office
that’s been there for ten years.” Unless you
are superhuman, you will probably fail,
internalise your lack of success and thereby
talk yourself into not doing anything about it
for another ten years.
Five. Do a little bit every day. We all manage
to take a shower and brush our teeth on a
regular basis (well, most of us do anyway…)
and the vast majority of us can squeeze
another ten or 15 minute block of time into
our day. If you can do one tiny sort/cull/clean
per day, that’s 300 successes a year, allowing
enough time for days off and ‘I can’t be
bothered’ feelings.
Cecily Paterson
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

Our treasures
end up all round
the world
London
The Netherlands
USA
Canada
Switzerland
Ireland
Sweden
New Zealand
and of course …
Australia (these
were the ones that
stayed at home)
The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
149 Moss Vale Road
Open 10 am till 4 pm each day.
thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Human interest
stories, news and
happenings from
K.V. churches

Church of the
Good Shepherd
Just before Easter we took the
Anglican Protestant SRE classes
over to the church building and had
an Easter Assembly.
We watched three short videos by a
Christian sketch artist who told the
entire story of the Bible in about 12
minutes while speed drawing! The kids
then were asked questions about the
Bible videos and answered very well.
Each class then learnt a memory verse
together: ‘For God so loved the world
that he gave his one and only son, that
whoever believes in him will not
perish but have eternal life’ (John
3:16).
On Sunday May 4 Mr David Mansfield,
the director of Anglican Aid, visited our
two services and spoke about the work that
Anglican Aid does. David said that
followers of Jesus are people overwhelmed

WAR GRAVES IN THE SOMME
Peter Smith and Sara Azzopardi
called into the Pioneer Park Museum
last month and were very impressed
with our exhibits. They particularly
admired the War Museum Room and
wondered whether they could be of
help to relatives seeking photos of
their loved ones’ graves in the
Somme.
They operate a B and B in Flers,

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

by God’s generosity - especially through
his gift of salvation. For the death and
resurrection of Jesus brings new life to all
who believe. In the words of the New
Testament: ‘For you know the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who though he was rich
yet for our sakes became poor so that
through his poverty we might become
rich’ (2 Corinthians 8:9). David said that it
is this grace that drives Christians to be
generous and enables Christians to serve
others by proclaiming Christ and caring for
those in need. There’s a real pleasure in
passing on this generosity to those in need
– both in Sydney and around the world –
and this is the purpose of Anglican Aid.
Through its overseas social and ministry
development programs, Anglican Aid is
able to partner with Christians in places
such as the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Egypt, Kenya, Mauritius, Myanmar, South
Africa, Tanzania and Uganda to provide
practical help and train Christian workers.
Anglican Aid also funds local care
programs like All Saints Community Care
in Nowra, an organisation that gives food
packages and practical help to people
struggling in the Shoalhaven. People can
give to the work of Anglican Aid through
its website at www.anglicanaid.org.au.
Grace and peace,
Andrew Paterson
organize tours of the Battlefields and
have a service for researching the
grave sites and recording the
inscriptions for interested relatives.
Anyone interested, please contact
Peter Smith.
Email----- mail@fieldsoffrance.com
Or --petersmith@hotmail.fr
www.fieldsofffrance.co.uk
Tel 0033322854723
Joan Bray

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets
and capsules in blister packs for each time of the day,
for each day of the week.

COME
IN interest
ANDstories,
SAYnews
HELLO
Human
and
happenings
from
K.V.
churches
TO JAN and DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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KV VIEW Club
Kangaroo Valley VIEW Club April 2014
Paula Smith was the speaker at our April luncheon.
Paula, an intensive care nurse at Shoalhaven
Hospital, has volunteered twice to be part of the
staff of the Mercy Ship – the Africa Mercy. The
Africa Mercy is the world’s leading independently
funded hospital ship. The ship provides everything
required for surgery as well as a secure
environment in which the volunteers can work.
This ship has been going for 35 years and has
serviced 57 countries with the last 15 years spent in
West Africa. 2.35 million children’s and adult’s
lives have been transformed. There are 400
volunteers on the ship at the one time. They
comprise all surgical staff and all staff to run the
boat. 93% of volunteers pay board to cover their
expenses on the ship. Some staff have corporate
sponsorship. There are 6 operating theatres and 70
hospital beds and dentistry facilities.
West Africa has some of the poorest countries in
the world and there is very little health care. Mercy
Africa is invited by a country to sit in port. Long
queues form at the port when people know the ship
has arrived. The ship stays for about 10 months.
Treatments include performing life-saving surgery,
removing shrapnel, repairing fistulas (one of the
biggest health problems in the world), operating on
club feet, cataracts, cleft palate, benign tumours and
treating noma a severe disfigurement of the face
caused by opportunistic infections in the mouth and
treating many other problems.
Paula’s first experience on the ship was for 2
months in 2007 in Liberia. She could not believe
how much suffering there was in a world with no
health care. Her next stint was in Togo where her
husband accompanied her. She says the most
wonderful thing about the work for her as a nurse is
seeing the joy of the people waking up from an
operation and knowing they have been fixed. This
is life changing for them.
Another plus for Paula is seeing Liberia change
from a war torn dictatorship to a new President who
is restoring democracy and peace.
A new ship is being constructed at the moment so
there will be 2 Mercy Ships.
You can go to the Mercy Ships web-site
www.mercyships.org .au for further information.
Thank you Paula for showing us that good things
are happening in the world.
Our next meeting and luncheon will be held on
Friday 9th May at BistroONE46 at 11.30am for
Noon.
Our Guest Speaker will be Robyn Jarvis, a cardiac
nurse from Shoalhaven Hospital, who will speak on
the heart health and treatment of heart attack.
Members please phone Margaret Mc Lachlan on
4465 1946 or email her at pmmac@shoal.net.au
(this time only) before 6 pm on the Wednesday
before the lunch if you are unable to attend. It is
necessary for us to provide Bistro One46 with
accurate numbers for our luncheon otherwise our
club will be charged.
New members and guests are welcome. If you are
considering joining Kangaroo Valley VIEW you
are welcome to attend our luncheon as a guest.
Please phone our President Jan Cole 4465 2774 for
details.
Jeannette Dumbrell
Publicity Officer
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It’s a man’s
World
By Sean Kramer
It's an expensive bottle of wine. It
cost $3000 and a job. The
resignation caused by a bottle of
wine goes to show how the
sophisticated taste of NSW has
developed in 200 years Back then it
was rum.
After 200 years of settlement, there
should be some interesting things for
archaeologists to find.
When I mentioned to the Leader of the
Opposition that I would have liked to be
an archaeologist she said: "You, an
archaeologist!! You won't even sweep the
dust from the kitchen floor with a big
brush. How would you clean the dirt from
an old rock with a toothbrush? Don't be
ridiculous." Then she went into a litany of
my alleged incompetence, ending with
"You are incapable of doing more than
one thing at a time. You can't even walk
and chew gum at the same time. You are
monofunctional." Oh yeah! Well in my
defence, let me tell you dear reader, while
I write this I am watching the television, at
the same time. So there!!! I am watching
Vladimir Putin walking down a long
corridor, but the truth is, he doesn't walk,
he parades, he struts. His whole body tells
a tale of belligerent, bullying tyranny. he
looks like he would rather have a fight
than a feed. Putin is the embodiment of
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Commemorative Address
swaggering arrogance. OMG...it's not
Putin, it's Tony Abbot. I must point
out that is just observation not
bigotry. Although thanks to Senator
Adolf, it is no longer a crime to be a
bigot or a racist. It's becoming quite
clear that a lot of bigoted, racists
leaders live off the fatheads of the
land.
I would like to congratulate our village
for the wonderful turnout we have for
our Anzac Day observance year in,
year out. Even visitors are amazed by
the dedication of the people who live
in our small village. Although to call
our village small is subjective to say
the least. Now I come from a small
village. It was so small we didn't have
crime in the streets. Let me clarify
that. We had crime...what we didn't
have was streets. Our symphony
orchestra had to cancel it's
performance of Beethoven's Fifth
because the fellow who played first
ukulele left town. When we had a
parade, we had to import spectators
from surrounding villages to cheer us
or it would have been very dull. For a
bit of excitement one of us would dress
up and pretend to be a visitor. Yes it
was so dull they used to print the
newspaper three weeks in
advance. There was a bit of
excitement when the village was
attacked by a plague of locusts, but
they didn't stop to eat.
It is now a deserted village. Everyone
up and left. So, when I become an
archaeologist I'm going back to dig it
up. That should take an afternoon.

Valley Guide to eating out
Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Sweet Treats and Hand Made Fudge

(Continued from page 19)

William’s mother received the following from her
son’s Lieutenant on his death.
‘Dear Mrs Gason, it is with the deepest regret that I
write you regarding the death of your son Private
Gason. He joined up with my platoon after his
discharge from hospital and proved himself to be a
very effective soldier as well as invaluable for his
unfailing good spirits and cheerfulness. In action his
example and advice were of great value to the newer
hands in his section until he was struck by a machine
gun bullet in the head and killed instantaneously. It is
my greatest regret that I am not able to bring him out
with me and I beg to offer my deepest sympathy in
your bereavement.
William’s brother Alfred, my Grandfather, did return
home. He had his 18th birthday at Gallipoli, where
he was injured but was able to continue a very
fulfilling life. He returned to a small allotment
provided in return for his war service, where he was
able to restart his life. He fathered 6 children, 23
grandchildren and many more great grandchildren
and lived to 77 years of age.
I read from an Australian Anzac. ‘The war taught us
to make the most of our lives, cause you never knew
when your times up. Might be a bullet, might be a
bomb, might be a bus crossing the road. The war
taught us to value life, to live every day as if it might
be your last’
In more recent wars, we’ve had the internet and
mobile communication to prove that our soldiers are
not bullet proof, but we are only now realizing that
hand to hand combat may leave both physical and
psychological injury ie Post traumatic stress disorder.
Each severely impacts on a returning soldier’s life.
For the original Anzacs, I wonder how they dealt
with the nightmare which is PTSD, but for those
soldiers returning from recent wars in Iraq,

For Valley Voice
advertising
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Southern Pies
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Sweet and Savoury Pies
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The Friendly Inn
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Star struck
Once again the Rain Gods intervened
and an impressive Astronomical event,
the Total Lunar Eclipse on April 15th,
was not visible anywhere around here.
My son-in-law did see the eclipsed
Moon from Avoca in the Highlands
about 6.15 pm but where I was waiting
on Tourist Rd it was teeming down. By
8.30 pm of course it was pretty clear in
the valley.
At the time of writing we still look
forward to the partial Solar eclipse on
April 29th and we'll know what
happened by the time you are reading
this.
Looking forward to 14th May the Moon will
occult Saturn for an hour starting at 8:56 pm,
the planet reappearing at 9:59 pm. It is best to
watch for quite a period prior as it's more
interesting watching the planet approach and
disappear. It's a bit boring while the planet is
actually behind the Moon. Any small
telescope will help and even binoculars will
give a decent view although the planet will be
very tiny. This is an example of something
that is actually "happening up there" and well
worth trying to observe. One of the things you
can learn is how fast the Moon is actually
moving across the sky as Saturn, to all intents

Commemorative Address
(Continued from page 28)

Afghanistan, Timor and others we can do
more.
Last year General David Hurley, Chief of the
Defence Force commissioned the Sydney
Theatre company to produce a play based on
the lives of wounded, sick and injured service
personal….’The Long Way Home’. On stage
in a Q &A session after a performance of the
LWH in Wollongong, a returned soldier told
the audience that Depression and Chronic
pain go hand in hand, and being a part of this
stage show has given him brief periods of
relief from both. Others thought being in the
performance was another step along the way
to rehabilitation.
Whatever we think of War, whether or not we
agree with Australia and NZ’s involvement,
whether soldiers volunteered or went as
Professionals, our service men and women
have put their lives on the line, and done what

Anzac Photos
pages 4, 19, 35, 39,
40 and 50
Thank you
Nicole Poelzl for the
great shots.
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by Gerard Keyzer
and purposes, is standing still.
The other night I was observing with a
friend and we watched one of Jupiter's
moons, Io, slip behind the giant planet.
That was interesting for my friend but we
looked again at Jupiter about ten minutes
later and here was another moon quite a
long way from the planet on the other side!
Where did it come from? Could it have
whipped around the planet out into out
space about the distance of five diameters
of the planet or about 700,000 klms? It
would really be moving. We finally worked
out that the moon Europa had actually
emerged from the planet's shadow.
In other observing news I was looking at
the Sun one afternoon and attempted to
rotate the Solar filter to remove an
annoying glare effect. As I watched the
spike move with my rotating hand I lost
concentration and pulled it off the cowling
to inspect it. Unthinkingly I still had my
eye at the eyepiece and was instantly
blinded by the sun streaming through the
scope at 30x magnification. Thankfully,
there was no lasting damage that I know of
but it goes to show how careful we all must
be when observing the Sun. The magnified
light and heat can cause devastating
permanent damage. It was a salutary lesson

even for a seasoned observer. I'm not taking
any chances and have already ordered a new
filter. The worn one is discarded.
I've also had some luck with my D/SLR
camera, photographing sunspots with a bit of
success. I'm hoping to have two telescopes
trained on the occultation of Saturn and will
try to record that event for the magazine in
June.
Clear Skies.

was commanded of them, they now need
our support.
We can’t repay lost lives, but we can uphold
the traditions that our diggers were prepared
to die for. We can display our deepest
gratitude by not wasting the freedoms they
gained for us.’ On this day, indeed on every
day, the task before us is to prove worthy of
their sacrifice.
In the words of John F Kennedy, I believe
we should be asking ourselves, "… not what
your country can do for you, but ask what

you can do for your country.”
And to finish, in the forward from Geoff
Todd’s book ‘Valley boys’
(Lt General John Sanderson chief of army
1995-98 had this to say)
“The perverse nature of patriotic wars is
admiration and gratitude for the courage and
endurance of those who served, tempered by
grief and bewilderment at the tragic things
they were asked to do”.

A busy time for sunspots, 1:37 pm on 20th April
2014. Taken with a Canon EOS 550 D/SLR
through a 120mm refractor.
1/1000th sec at ISO 100

We should never forget
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KV Walking Group’s 5 day Snowy Trip …
On Monday, 31st March, 18 members
of the Kangaroo Valley Walking Group
headed down to the Woorabinda Ski
Lodge at Jindabyne. Around 5.30 in
the evening we all gathered on the front
verandah of the lodge for “happy hour”
where we enjoyed delicious foods and
wines and discussed the planned
activities for the coming few days.
Day 1. Charlotte’s Pass, Blue Lake, Hedley
Tarn, cross country to the main track and
back to Charlotte’s Pass.
Early on Tuesday morning we headed up to
Charlotte’s Pass where, before we commenced
our walk we wandered along the boardwalk to
the lookout. Here we had a great overview of
the beautiful Snowy Mountains. The 200
degree views took in the Snowy River below
us up to the Main Range where we could see
Mounts Kosciusko, Northcote, Lee, and Tate –
spectacular! Then it was off to the Blue Lake
trail for the steep walk down to the Snowy

Bistro One46
Café Bella
Harcourts
KV Collections
KV Fudge House and
Ice Creamery
KV Supermarket and
General Store
KV Getaways
River Estate
The Friendly Inn
The Gallery in
Kangaroo Valley
The Old Store
Barrengarry

River. Our route took us on a rock hop
across the river and a few stronger menfolk
in our group helped those of us, who found
this difficult, to reach the other side safely.
Then it was the steady, gradual climb to the
beautiful alpine Blue Lake which is
overlooked by Mount Twynam and Little
Twynam. We paused at the lake for morning
tea then we continued by picking our way
down to the edge of the lake and around to
the picturesque Hedley Tarn where we
stopped for a very pleasant lunch. Next we
all followed Maurie who picked the most
direct route cross country back to the main
track. We all safely crossed the Snowy
again with the help of our stronger walkers
then faced the very steep haul back up to
Charlotte’s Pass. There were many smiles at
the end of the walk as this was a moderately
difficult walk for a number of our group and
everyone managed it with flying colours. On
arrival back the lodge we all imbibed in
another very happy, happy hour.
Day 2. Dead Horse Gap down to the
Thredbo River and beyond.
Today started with a delicious barbecue
breakfast of bacon, eggs, tomatoes,
mushrooms and toast cooked by some of our
menfolk. Then we piled into the cars and
headed in a different direction up the
Thredbo Road to Dead Horse Gap and
walked down the “Cascade Hut Track” to
the Thredbo River where some stopped for
morning tea and others proceeded across the

Proving to be a popular
gifts for all year round
$35 per copy

Available now at the businesses in the Valley listed above

river (this time via a little bridge) and headed
up the track towards a saddle which overlooks
Victoria. The Cascade Hut track ends in
Victoria at a place called Cowombat Flat
where the Murray River rises and one can
straddle the Murray River with one foot in
NSW and the other foot in Victoria. After we
returned to Dead Horse Gap we drove down
into Thredbo and had our lunch in a pleasant
park. Next we drove to Bullock’s Flat – this is
where the ski tube trains take skiers up to
Perisher during the ski season. From
Bullock’s Flat we walked to the pretty resort
village of Crackenback. It was a delightful
afternoon with the sun shining creating
stunning reflections of the colourfully painted
resort accommodation, built on pylons over a
beautiful manmade lake. We even had an
opportunity to inspect one of the resort units.
Later, back at the lodge we all showered and
dressed ready to walk into Nugget’s Crossing
for a very enjoyable dinner at one of the
restaurants.
Day 3. Sawpit Creek down to the Thredbo
River.
Today we drove up to Sawpit Creek under
overcast skies with rain forecast. As we were
lower down in the mountains we walked
through trees and enjoyed views over Lake
Jindabyne and farmlands with yellow autumn
tinted poplars adding to the spectacle. It was
very pleasant walking along the fast flowing
Thredbo River and most of us arrived at the
picnic area as the rain started. We had lunch in
a warm, dry shelter before returning to the
lodge. During the afternoon our group pursued
a variety of activities. Some walked around
the lake in the rain, others sought “retail
therapy”, while others played games well into
the night. Happy hour was very funny. Fran,
with Lee’s help, handed out “gifts” to
everyone with a special caption describing that
person – a grand finale on our final night
together.
Next morning we sipped champagne to
celebrate Bruce Rodway’s birthday during
breakfast before cleaning the lodge and leaving
about 9.30am to head north and home to the
valley. We would like to thank Lee, Fran and
the group who all helped to make this a most
enjoyable few days of exercise, good food, fun
and good company.
Barbara and Maurie Bloom
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and a shorter Thirlmere Lakes walk
After weeks of heavy rain eight
bushwalkers turned up for our walk
around Thirlmere Lakes and were
rewarded with no rain and a great
walking temperature.
There are 5 freshwater lakes in Thirlmere
National Park which is a part of the
Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage
Area. For railway enthusiasts there is the
old sandstone pumping station, now
restored, which used to provide water for
the steam trains that pulled into Couridjah
station – it would be hard to find a cuter
station than that one - and nearby at
Thirlmere is the Railway Museum, for
children of all ages!
Our walk was to be the six kilometres around
three of the lakes and that is what we did on our
recce, however, we made two cardinal mistakes
on the day of the actual walk: the first was to
take a detour we had heard about from locals,
only after we had finished the recce and the
second was to not strictly follow their advice on
which track to take on return.
The reason we wanted to try the detour was
because it took us to the ruins of a caravan and
cabin park that had been an extremely popular
spot for those who used to barefoot water ski on
the largest lake, before it became a National
Park and well before the lakes lost most of their
water. While we were uncertain if we had
taken the correct path, this turned out to be a

very interesting detour as the remains of the
cabins and caravans revealed the friendliness
of the site and provided an insight into the
“world” of about 1985 (the date on one of the
registration stickers on one of the caravans).
However then we chose to ignore the
directions to return as we had come to rejoin
the main lake loop and we headed off up the
hillside to the top of the escarpment where the
track continued along the ridge, not down to
the lake as we had hoped. The walk was
interesting through a sclerophyll forest of
rough-barked apples, Sydney peppermints and
red bloodwoods, but it took us a long way
from our original route, so much so that when
we finally found the right path it was later in
the day than anticipated and we all voted to
return to the picnic grounds and cook the
BBQ lunch instead of continuing along the
path.
Apart from both these mistakes, which just go
to prove the motto Fran and I say each recce
“Just as well we do the recce so we discover
all the ins and outs of the walk before we
bring others on it”, the day was a convivial
one and the BBQ lunch (free gas BBQs
provided at the picnic areas where you park
the cars) was a delicious and welcome change
from the cheese and pickle sandwiches.
We strongly recommend a trip to this National
Park. It is just 10kms from Picton so
therefore not really a long drive and there is a
lot to see in the area. The lakes themselves
are 15 million years old and among the last

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
2 TILL 4 PM

before

after coal mining
undisturbed lakes around Sydney: there is a
rare fresh water sponge that can only
reproduce if the conditions remain static and
the Latham’s Snipe flies 9,000 km from
Japan to visit, so take your binoculars and
you may be lucky enough to see a whitefaced heron and the rare frogmouth
waterlily; however there was an unexplained
reduction of the water in all the lakes and a
governmental inquiry was instigated to
discover the cause. The results of that
inquiry state that they do not know the
reason for the loss of water, but locals insist
that it was a coal mine nearby that drilled too
far below the water table, thus releasing the
water from the system. There is some water
in the main lake but the others are now
clogged with reeds.
A consensus decision was that we should all
tackle the 16kms of the Blue Gum Creek
walk in the area, so keep an eye out for a
notice about that one.
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Firey Tales
wth Cinderfella
News
As welcome as the rain was to give us all a good
soaking and bring the fire season to a welcome
close, it has also had the downside of completely
putting paid to any planned hazard reductions
before the onset of winter.
It is very unlikely that we will see any progress
on these until late spring now. Unfortunately the
window of opportunity to complete any HR’s is
very small given the suitability of weather and
also availability of our small band of volunteers
to carry these out.
NSW National Parks, however, were able to
complete a large HR (before the rain) to the east
of Carrington Falls – causing some concern to
Upper river residents as it made its way out to the
top of the escarpment north of Gerringong Creek.
(See the photo)
Did you know? Kangaroo Valley RFB is now on
Facebook and will aim to provide updates on
fires, training, joining and other relevant
information where practical. ‘Like’ the page to
stay updated!
The best source of information to follow will still
be the NSW RFS website (www.rfs.nsw.gov.au)
as in times of fire we are not likely to have access
to a computer.
Neighbourhood Safer Places
Please be advised that council contractors will
shortly be installing Neighbourhood Safer
Places signs in designated locations across our
district. For us, this will be the Kangaroo Valley
Showground, designated as an Open Area refuge.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Aim
Provide community members a last resort
option for shelter when faced with the
immediate threat of a bush fire.
Objectives of a Neighbourhood Safer
Place
 Identify a facility that is designed and
situated to enhance the chances of
survival for
 people when faced with likely conditions
of bush fire attack.
 To empower the community to take
responsibility of their own bush fire
survival, without reliance on emergency
service personnel being present.
Neighbourhood Safer Places (NSP) is a
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new concept that has evolved out of the tragic
Victorian ‘Black Saturday’ bush fires in
February 2009. A Neighbourhood Safer Place
(NSP) is a place of last resort for people
during a bush fire. It can be part of your
contingency plan, for a time when your Bush
Fire Survival Plan cannot be implemented or
has failed.
An NSP is an identified building or space
within the community that can provide a
higher level of protection from the immediate
life-threatening effects of a bush fire. NSP’s
still entail some risk, both in moving to them
and while sheltering in them and cannot be
considered completely safe. They are a place
(Continued on page 45)

Dave Rebbeck

EARTHMOVING CONTRACTOR
All earthmoving, landscape and road requirements. We specialise in these activities
 Roadworks  Drainage  Rock Walls  Irrigation Lines
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and an efficient road broom
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Caterpillar Mini Hydraulic
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Caterpillar Multi-terrain Loader/bobcat
Rubber track bobcat
Extending dozer blade and tracks with buckets for
trenching (300ml, 450ml), mud bucket (800ml)
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Do you need to detox?
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
The lure of the quick fix boosts sales of
magazines, books and diet products,
especially at the start of spring and
summer. After Christmas and Easter,
there’s also a flurry of detox diets and
detox ‘kits’, promoted as ‘cleansers’.
Some celebrities swear by regular detox diets
and their glowing testimonials undoubtedly
contribute to the popularity of the idea we can
rid the body of toxins and produce
unblemished looks just by following some
weird diet or taking ‘cleansing’ herbs.
The detox phenomenon is almost certainly
due to the lure of the quick fix. But do people
really believe we can undo a constant diet of
junk food and drinks with an instant
makeover?

Basic faulty notion
The idea we can (or need to) ‘detox’ is
basically faulty. The body is equipped with an
inbuilt detox system that works round the
clock. One of the basic roles of the liver and
kidneys as well as the lungs and skin is to get
rid of material we don’t need. The large
intestine also play a role in eliminating some
waste material. Somewhat ironically, when
people go on cleansing programs that permit
little or no food, everything in the body slows
down – including our natural detox systems.
There is great value in washing your hands
after using the toilet. However, there is
nothing ‘toxic’ about the bowel and it is
totally inaccurate to assume the intestine is
‘clogged with putrescent waste’ as some
sellers of detox products claim.
In fact, the large bowel is a hive of important
activity with billions of beneficial bacteria
breaking down dietary fibre and starches that
have resisted digestion in the small intestine.
During these important processes, the bacteria
multiply and produce beneficial materials
such as short chain fatty acids that not only
can help control blood cholesterol levels but
also act as food for ‘good’ bacteria that help
protect us against bowel cancer.
The idea that our bodies need to be cleansed
(of sugar, fat, alcohol and anything else in
excess) also confuses our feelings about
excreta from the digestive system with ideas
about spiritual ‘cleansing’ of the mind.

What detox products do
Detox ‘kits’ available from some pharmacies,
health food shops or via internet sellers
usually contain powdered meal replacement
products (soups or shakes) plus various
supplements, usually containing herbal
extracts or chemicals that act as diuretic or
laxatives.
The meal replacement products are designed
to produce a rapid weight loss. However, if
weight loss is too rapid, it is likely to be
mainly fluid and lean tissue. Some herbal
extracts have a diuretic action that produces

more fluid loss. Others act as laxatives to
induce bowel movements. Unfortunately, this
may also remove the ‘good’ bacteria that are
vital for long-term good health.
With any ‘quick fix’ product, weight loss
from fat is usually minimal. It takes time for
the body to burn excess fat as fuel – and that’s
the only way to lose it. We don’t need to lose
water or lean tissue.

Detox diets
The most popular detox diet is known as the
Lemon detox, which claims to be the ‘master
cleanse’. On this unbalanced diet, you avoid
food and drink litres of water with lemon
juice, cayenne pepper and a little sweetener in
the form of palm or maple syrup. You also
take a herbal laxative tea and drink a litre of
salt water each morning. This causes
diarrhoea, nausea and vomiting and you are
supposed to welcome such symptoms as signs
your body is getting rid of toxins.
Other symptoms (common to any extreme
diet) include a foul breath and headache.
These are caused by the absence of sufficient
carbohydrate.
The brain normally uses glucose as its fuel
and if the daily diet lacks carbohydrate (which
is digested to glucose), the body’s fall-back
mechanism is to break down protein to supply
glucose. This can come from the diet, but with
an extreme diet (such as the lemon detox diet),
the protein will come from the body’s lean
tissue. Humans can’t convert fat into glucose.
The body normally burns a mixture of fat and
carbohydrate as fuel. On any extreme diet that
has low levels of carbohydrate, fat becomes
the major fuel. This will keep the body going,
but without carbohydrate, fat doesn’t burn
completely and substances called ketones are
produced.

Cafe Bella
Breakfast and lunch
9.30 am till 2.30 pm
Thursday to Sunday
Dinner 6.30 pm
Friday to Sunday
B.Y.O
Private functions
Weddings
Outside catering
151 Moss Vale Rd
Kangaroo Valley
Booking 44 65 1660

Ketones are responsible for the unpleasant
acetone breath (it smells like nail polish
remover). The detox promoters would have
you believe that a foul breath is a sign of the
body getting rid of toxins, but it is actually a
normal reaction to any low carb or extreme
diet. You may also notice it any time you have
to go without food – for example, before
surgery or some medical tests that require you
to fast beforehand.
In many people, ketones also produce
headache or a lightheaded feeling. The detox
promoters, and those who claim that fasting is
needed for spiritual enlightenment, think this
lightheaded feeling is a good thing. Medical
experts know it is a sign the body is struggling
to burn its fuel supplies and indicates that the
person should not operate machinery or drive
a car.

Time for some common sense
Deep down, I suspect most people know they
can’t undo weeks, months or years of
overindulgence with any quick fix product or
diet. There is no way we can bypass the need
for healthy eating and adequate exercise.
Healthy eating is not really difficult. It means
taking the time and effort to find quality foods
and skipping most of the mundane junk foods
and drinks that come in packets and cans. It’s
a case of quality rather than quantity. Take
that road and your body will do the normal
daily detoxing. No strange (and hazardous)
detoxing diets or concoctions required. ☼
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Plant winter crops early
Readers will hopefully recall that last
year we received a deluge of rain in
early February, and here we are with
the same conditions but a month later,
and what a wet!
All through my garden and lawn things are
wet and sodden, not great growing
conditions but a welcome relief from the
long dry summer that we had. You have
probably noticed the considerable growth in
your lawns in the days since the rain. It is
important to mow it regularly to encourage
lateral growth rather than vertical growth this
will help to develop a good mat coverage
before the slow growth of winter. But forget
the grass, what about the jewel in the crown
of your garden, the vegetable patch! Well
things may be looking a bit sad as the season
draws to a close. Any seasoned gardener will
know that planting early before winter sets in
is essential, so by now you should already
have in the ground or be just about to put;
brassica seedlings (broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts)
Silver beet
Broad beans
Peas (green feast, snow peas)
Lettuces
Asian greens (bok choi, tatsoi, pak choi)
Planting in late March or early April ensures
the still warm conditions promote enough
growth that they can develop well over the
cold low daylight of winter. Remember
things grow very slow over winter.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

What's a Curl Grub?
More colloquially (and incorrectly)
known as a whitchitie grub, the white
curl grub is the scourge of the lawn and
vegetable patch. In essence they are the
larvae form of several varieties of
beetle, including the scarab and
Christmas beetle. Unfortunately they
love to feed on organic matter and this
includes plant roots. So if you have
been following my advice through the
articles and upgrading your soil and
lawns organic matter in the form of
mulches then you will no doubt have
curl grubs in your patch or lawn. I can
almost hear people saying 'oh yeah!'. So
this underground little demon is likely
causing all sorts of issues to the plants
on the surface, especially to new seeds
or seedlings trying to get established.
Never fear, a solution is here. The most
effective organic solution that I have
found is to purchase 'beneficial
nematodes', a wormlike microscopic
organism. There are millions of
different species of nematodes and
some are harmful so it is important to
get the right variety. Purchased from
the CSIRO or other retailers, they are
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applied to a wet soil at dusk through a watering
can. The curl grub are easy prey for the
'beneficial nematode' however results wont be
instant and you are better off applying them in
either spring or early autumn when the grub is
active. Because infestations of curl grub are so
common there are also lots of other treatment
options available. However I believe that this is
the best option for your veg garden, avoiding
harsh chemical pesticides.
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Shoalhaven Local Environment Plan 2014 officially approved
Shoalhaven City Council Mayor,
Joanna Gash has welcomed NSW State
Government approval of the
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
2014 (SLEP 2014) recently.
The new SLEP 2014 replaces Council’s
current Shoalhaven LEP 1985 and
incorporates a number of strategic
objectives established by the NSW State
Government in the Jervis Bay and
Illawarra Regional Environmental Plans
and the South Coast Regional Strategy.
The SLEP 2014 also creates a number of new
investment opportunities identified in
Council’s Strategic Plans including new long
term urban release areas in the NowraBomaderry area, an extension of Flinders
Estate industrial area and increased zoning
flexibility for the Nowra CBD recommended
by the Nowra CBD Master plan.
Mayor, Joanna Gash said the approved SLEP
2014 was the result of many years of hard
work and she was extremely pleased to see the
culmination of the project.
“The approval of SLEP 2014 is a significant
milestone for Shoalhaven City and provides

scope for Council to continue progressing
the area forward,” said Clr Gash.
“Official approval follows an exhaustive
community engagement process which saw
Council receive over 3,700 submissions
across two public exhibition periods.
“As such, the final Plan includes a number
of changes requested by the community
including setting maximum building
heights for many town centres and
residential areas and providing a mix of
Environmental Living, Large Lot
Residential and Primary Production Small
Lots zones for existing rural residential
areas.”
“I would again like to thank each of the
community members that took the
opportunity to make a submission as part of
both the first or second exhibition process.
“I would also like to congratulate both the
Councillors and Council staff, as well as
State Members Shelley Hancock and
Gareth Ward for their ongoing commitment
to seeing this important planning project
completed.”
The Mayor said that the SLEP 2014 had
maintained the rural character of the area

by retaining set minimum lot sizes in rural
and environmental areas.
She also said that the area’s natural
attributes and important regional habitat
corridors were also recognised through
environmental zones and layers to protect
those areas from inappropriate future
development.
The new SLEP 2014 also –
 Rezones approximately 540 hectares of
new residential land in the Nowra
Bomaderry area.
 Provides approximately 30 hectares of
new employment land across the City.
 Implements recommendations of the
State Governments Sensitive Urban
Lands Review.
The LEP brings Council into line with the
majority of the State which have adopted
new LEPs using a standard template and
more consistent language, as well as local
flexibility.
Council’s online mapping system will be
updated shortly to reflect the new zones, in
the meantime landowners can review the
notified maps and instrument on the NSW
legislation website.

Anzac Day in Kangaroo Valley

Sausage Sizzle Lions

Top: Riley Wright and Mandy Wright

Cubs and primary school children sing

Above: Rambo, ANZAC spectator,
whose owners insist he is
a very much wanted ‘male’!
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Technology and
the Valley
by Ellie Williams
Readers,
The worst part about my boyfriend
stepping on my Kindle and smashing it
is that my boyfriend stepped on my
Kindle and smashed it. The best part
about my boyfriend stepping on my
Kindle and smashing it is that my
boyfriend stepped on my Kindle and
smashed it. And of course, my natural
reaction is to feign anger for a few
minutes before skipping to my local
electronics outlet and fondling the
shiny new e-readers on display.
Before I go any further I need to assure
you that I'm not making The Voice a
platform for the whole physical book/
electronic book debate, mostly because
Carl would have to give me an entire
page for that rant and also because as a
technology columnist, it would just sound
bad if I admitted to preferring a regular
book (shh).
But I’m a poor decision-maker at the best of
times, so making the earth-shatteringly huge
choice on how to consume my literary
products seemed torturous when confronted
with the large selection on offer. A few years
ago it was simple, you were either a Kindle or
Kobo person. Now each brand has released a

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

range of different models for different
budgets and reading preferences. Take a look
at the smorgasbord I had to choose from:
Kindle: the current reigning king of ereaders.
You can get the standard Kindle wifi for
around $100 which has access to Amazon's
enormous library. For $80 more there's the
sleek Kindle Paperwhite with touchscreen
abilities and an adjustable light-up screen. If
you want to go all-out, the Kindle Fire ranges
from around $220-$350 and has more tabletlike functions than a standard ereader but is
also a lot heavier.
Kobo: there's no doubting that it's an
impressive rival; the e-ink display is beautiful
and the device is more user friendly for those
who want to read in Epub format or even
borrow books from their local library. Kobo
has its own ebook database, although it
doesn't boast as many titles as the Kindle.
The price point for this ranges from $60 for a
mini, $130 for the standard Touch, $160 for
an Kobo Glow, to $220 for the Kobo Aura
HD.
Sony Reader: the dark horse in the running.
Good feature – page turning buttons! Bad
feature - it doesn't glow. Sony believes that a
backlight 'degrades' the reading experience so
they built in an optional light into a case.
This seems like a distraction to me, but it
might be a plus for you. The PRS-T3 will
cost you around $90 and might be a good
option for the not so tech-savy among us.
In the end I chose a Kindle Paperwhite and
am pleased to say I'm its biggest fan. I've
since been leaving my android phone on the
floor in the secret hope my partner steps on
that too.
Ellin Williams
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Kangaroo
Valley
Markets
are held on the
2nd Saturday
every month
8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
at the Showground
with proceeds going
towards the
Kangaroo Valley
Folk Festival.
For more information contact
Jane Richter 0401 322 179 or
Stuart Leslie 0412 288 923
or email

kvmarkets@gmail.com
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Food for thought ...
The month of May signals an
important date in everyone’s calendar
– Mother’s Day! Whilst we should of
course always be mindful of our
mothers and the gifts they imparted
to us – the second Sunday in May is a
chance to set time aside to honour her
and if circumstances permit, really
spoil her.
Menus do not have to be difficult or
masterful – and whilst it is the “thought
that counts”, edibility is a bonus.
Whether choosing breakfast in bed or a
simple table setting the following recipes
are sure to please, and are easily made
with the help of eager, little fingers
assisting.
With rhubarb growing beautifully in so many
gardens in Kangaroo Valley, here is a chance
to make use of this wonderful fresh produce.
Rhubarb and Pear Compote
Ingredients: 60mls freshly squeezed orange
juice; 55g caster sugar; approx 700g (one
bunch) trimmed rhubarb (4cm lengths); 4 ripe
pears (peeled, halved, and each half cut into
thirds); strip orange rind (no pith); 1 cinnamon
stick; 250g yoghurt (Jalna is great); 80g
toasted muesli (store bought or your own).
Method: Place orange juice and sugar into a
saucepan over low heat and cook (stirring
occasionally) for about three minutes (or until
sugar dissolves). Add rhubarb, pear, orange
rind and cinnamon stick and bring to a gentle
simmer, cooking covered for five minutes.
Uncover and cook for a further five minutes or
until fruit is tender and liquid has slightly
thickened. Remove from heat and set aside to
cool.

Kangaroo Valley
Post Office
COMPUTER SUPPLIES
AND
STATIONERY
- INK CARTRIDGES
- TONER CARTRIDGES
- USB FLASH DRIVES
- A4 REFLEX AUST MADE
NOWRA PRICES
If an item is not in stock and you need
to purchase regularly please let us
know and we will stock the item

Telephone
44 651 199
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with Brenda Sambrook
Roasted Roma Tomatoes
Ingredients: 4 Roma tomatoes (cut in half
length wise); 2 tbls EVOO*; sea salt, freshly
ground black pepper.
Method: Preheat oven to 180C, place
tomatoes (cut side up) in a small oven proof
dish, drizzle with EVOO and add salt and
pepper to taste. Roast for 10 minutes.
Remove from oven and plate. (Serves 4 as a
side)

Spoon compote into serving bowls, top with
a dollop of yoghurt and sprinkle muesli on
top. Serve immediately. (Serves 4)
The following few recipes provide a veritable
cornucopia of flavour sensations which all
pair beautifully together and allow for
colourful plating.
Perfectly Poached Eggs
Ingredients: 4 60g (fresh as you can get) eggs
at room temperature; sea salt; freshly ground
black pepper.
Method: Fill a large saucepan with boiling
water, add a pinch of sea salt and bring to a
light simmer over medium heat. Crack an
egg into a cup and pour (in one gentle
movement) into water. Repeat with three
remaining eggs. Cook each egg between two
to four minutes. At two minutes, the eggs
will be very softly poached and at four
minutes will have a soft to medium yolk.
When cooked to your liking, remove eggs
and place on a paper towel to slightly dry off.
Plate, sprinkle with freshly ground black
pepper and sea salt. (Serves 4)

Crusty Sourdough with Creamy Herbed
Avocado Mounds
Ingredients: 4 slices sourdough; 1 avocado
(peeled, seed removed and smashed); 1 tsp
EVOO; 1 tsp freshly squeezed lemon juice;
1 tsp fresh thyme leaves; sea salt; freshly
ground black pepper.
Method: Lightly toast sourdough. Mix all
other ingredients (adjust quantities to taste)
and top sourdough with mounds of creamy
herbed avocado. (Serves 4 as a side)
To end on a sweet note, these perfect, little
mouthfuls add just the right fresh burst to
signal the end of the repast.
Lemony Yoghurt Bites
Ingredients: 2.5 cups self-raising flour; 1/2
cup caster sugar; 2 tbls finely grated lemon
rind; ¼ cup freshly squeezed lemon juice; 1
cup yoghurt (Jalna works great here); ½ cup
EVOO (use a very mild tasting oil – you do
not want a rich EVOO taste); 1 egg (lightly
beaten); 3 tbls raw sugar** (optional); icing
sugar and lemon zest to plate.
Method: Preheat oven to 190C (170C if using
fan-forced). Grease two 24 piece mini muffin
pans^. Combine flour and sugar in a bowl and
make a well in the centre. Add lemon rind,
lemon juice, yoghurt, EVOO and egg. Using a
wooden spoon, stir until just combined^^.
Spoon mixture into prepared pan holes and
bake for 10-12 minutes^^^, until golden and
cooked through. Remove from oven and allow
to rest for three minutes before inverting onto
a wire cooling rack. When cool, dust with
icing sugar and extra lemon zest. (Makes 48
mini –mouthfuls of deliciousness)
Brenda Sambrook

Chorizo and Mushrooms
Ingredients: 3 chorizo sausages, sliced
thickly on the diagonal; 300g mushrooms
(of choice); 1 tbls fresh rosemary (chopped);
1 tbls fresh thyme leaves.
Method: Heat a large non-stick fry pan over
medium heat. Add chorizo and cook, turning
occasionally until golden brown. Add
mushrooms and cook, stirring until
mushrooms soften. Stir in rosemary and
thyme and toss until combined. Plate and
serve. (Serves 4)

* EVOO – Extra Virgin Olive Oil
** Raw Sugar – for added texture and crunch,
sprinkle raw sugar over top of each individual
lemony bites before placing in oven.
^ If using a standard muffin tin – cook for 2124 minutes.
^^ Do not over mix – you want a light and
fluffy consistency.
^^^ If using two trays, swap tray position in
oven about halfway through baking process,
so as to ensure even cooking/browning.
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Facing retirement - a personal journey
It has been a life-changing experience
moving from our beautiful farm in
Kangaroo Valley to a retirement village
in Berry. From being engaged in caring
for a sheep stud and a large garden, I
now busy myself with a pocket
handkerchief-sized vegetable allotment
and one chook in “Cluckingham
Palace”, although there is a life-sized
replica of a sheep that I can see through
my kitchen window in the communal
park. Further, we have geographically
distanced ourselves from our friends on
the other side of the mountain.
Shortly before we moved here I would
never have dreamed of living in what our
kids refer to an old fogies’ retirement
village.

We had begun to entertain the unlikely
thought of living in a retirement village when
we found a beauty in Berry. Brand new,
architect-designed, fully detached houses
designed around thermal comfort – tick!
Maintained and insured by the owners – tick!
Each house surrounded by private garden –
tick! Overlooking sweeping parklands with
many varieties of bird life – tick! No
wallabies to eat the roses – tick! Walking
distance to the village and train – tick! And
something my city dwelling friends would
never gloat over the way I do: postal and
newspaper deliveries and (oh bliss) garbage
collection. As we contemplated these delights
I was aware that I was already betraying my

Kangaroo Valley pride in self-sufficiency.
Such sacrilege!
So, we sold the farm, our pride and joy of the
past 28 years – eventually – and moved, still
with some trepidation, to Berry. For nearly
three decades we had been privileged to live
in what we believe to be one of the most
beautiful places on Earth. It is an experience I
will always cherish – remembered with joy,
but not missed. In the next article I will
describe some aspects of our current life
experience and how we have been able to
follow the advice of a dear friend who told me
that an important tool in achieving success in
living is the ability to say “goodbye”.
Susan Ballinger

People ask sympathetically, “Do you miss the
farm?” But the answer is a resounding, “Not
on your Nelly!” “Why not?” they ask. “How
can you have lived for 28 years in the beautiful
Kangaroo Valley and not miss it?” There are
so many reasons that it will take more than one
article to explain.
I guess the most obvious reason is that the
farm was becoming less relevant for us both.
We had already sold off our sheep because of
the long drought. Increasingly I had fleeting
thoughts that my beloved, and very large,
garden was a burden, rather than a joy. Now
retired and in our early 70s, John and I each
needed some different challenges. We wanted
to be able to travel without the worry of
neglected paddocks and garden. Chronic
illness or frailty in one form or another would
likely affect us one day, so we wanted the
freedom to travel before such restrictions
might occur.

This is the first of a series of articles to be written for the Voice by Susan Ballinger at the request of
the Kangaroo Valley Seniors’ Accommodation & Support Committee

Anzac Day in Kangaroo Valley

Derek Lucas and the Poelzl boys
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Anzac Day in Kangaroo Valley

Captain Aldred

Senior Constable Murphy

Ambo

Dusty Dave Smart

Chevalier representatives
Ex-servicemen … the end of the parade

KV Primary School representatives
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Canoes ‘n’ caves
Paddling canoes and navigating
through caves are just some of the
many activities the 105 Year students
are currently experiencing at
Glengarry.
The campus’ location on the shores of
Lake Yarrunga makes it a perfect place
for students to launch down the river.
“The students particularly enjoy the slower
pace of this trip and the chance to immerse
themselves in the environment,” said David
Johnson, Head of Outdoor Education. “The
boys get the opportunity to fish and have
caught bass and carp. They’ve seen snakes,
blue tongue lizards and even an echidna
swimming across the lake.”
Students canoe from Glengarry down the
river towards Beehive Point where they spend
the night camping before paddling back to
campus.
Canoeing was also one of the main activities
offered during the recent hike with parents of
the students. Parents join their sons on a
special hike held once a term. The hike
enables the boys to show their parents the
skills they have learnt at Glengarry such as
cooking on Trangias, hiking with packs,
canoeing and camping skills. The hike also
provides parents with an insight into the
program and, most importantly, allows oneon-one bonding with their growing sons.
While canoeing offers students a relatively
relaxed experience, caving provides a very
different challenge.
“This is one of the more confronting activities
the boys face, and most will have a second
look at you when you ask them to travel
through a four-metre squeeze which is only
about 40cm in height”, said Mr Johnson.
“Many boys and even some of our staff are
forced to tackle their fear head-on, and we
discuss ways to deal with this and the
differences between real and perceived
danger.”

Preparing to descend into the caves
Students travel to the Bungonia Caves for the
day to immerse themselves underground and
in the dark. The final activity in the cave sees
the boys needing to exit with torches their
torches off.
“They have to rely on each other. There’s a
lot of encouraging talk between the boys and
it’s a great demonstration of team work.”
Barbara Guest

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office
of Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox
baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas
for the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rockwallaby. This baiting has flow-on benefits for other local
wildlife and livestock. The baiting is conducted on various
private properties, NPWS estate, Sydney Catchment
Authority estate and vacant Crown land. All bait stations in
this program are permanently baited throughout the
year. This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried
baits and 1080 capsules in ejector devices at the bait station
locations. All properties being baited are sign posted with
the baiting dates and an indication of which baiting methods
are being used on each property. Dog owners are reminded
to ensure their dogs do not wander as dogs are highly
susceptible to 1080 poisoning.
For any further information please contact Melinda
Norton, or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area
Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.

Nicholas McGeoch
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The Sports
Report
Bowls Report
In the pennant competition on Saturday 24 March the
pennant 3 side played great bowls at home to win 8139 over Lake Conjola. All three rinks performed well
but had strong opposition in the first half of the day.
As the game went on however they began to dominate the
visitors and went on to take all six points on offer.
Matt Flanagan, Luke West and Phil Chittick were Berry’s
seconds for the day and their steady bowling was important in
creating three wins. The 6’s played at Culburra, often a difficult
task for Berry teams and so it proved again. In three tight
games, Berry took the honours only once to lose by the
narrowest of margins 56-55. So near but yet so far.
On the 29 March Berry’s Pennant 3 team took the lead in their
competition with a determined win over frontrunner
Mollymook. During the early half of April rain effected play
with a few wash outs. On the 5th April both Berry’s Pennant
sides had good wins the 6A’s, playing at Shoalhaven Heads,
won 58-53 to take 5 of the 6 points on offer. Jim Abbott’s team
went down 20-13 but performed creditably, winning 10 of 21
ends. A loss of concentration on the ninth end saw them drop a
6 which was really the main difference on the day. The Berry
6’s hosted Bomaderry on a slow but true green to go down 4753.
The latest progress results Berry 3’s are in front and the 6’s are
coming 2nd.
In the championship singles during the month, Bob Dunn had a
narrow over Dave Armstrong, 31-28. In a game of two halves,
Dave dominated the first half and led 20-10 after 21 ends. Bob
changed the contest by winning the next five ends to bring the
score to 20-20. With score at 28-28 after 40 ends, Bob took the
last two ends for his win.
Visitors are always welcome at Berry, you can book in for
Wednesday or Saturday by calling Harry Harrop or one of his
deputies on 0488729229 before noon.
Enjoy your bowls
The Bias One

King of the Mountain
The first Sunday in July for many years has been
“King” day and this year Sunday July 3rd 2014
marks a most special 40th running of this epic
footrace.
The race caters for male and female runners aged 18
years and over. Although fairly small in numbers with
approximately 150 starters each year, the race has
featured runners from New Zealand, Great Britain , the
USA, South Africa and of course the local area.
The course is a true challenge with its roller coaster hills,
two creek crossings and of course the over 1000 foot
high Mount Scanzi, a real test for of mental and physical
toughness for competitors. It certainly wouldn’t be
described as a walk in the park, however the scenic
route of the run as it leaves the start line of Cambewarra
School and meanders alongside open paddock pastures,
winds up and down through the peaceful bushland of
Budgong foothills is a sight to behold. It then splashes
through the ice cold waters of Budgong creek as you run
through magnificent rain forest country on the tough
climb to the summit of Mt Scanzi before running steeply
down into beautiful Kangaroo Valley with its rolling
pastureland and stunning mountain cliffs in the
background. Through the quaint main road of the Valley
village and the finish line at the Kangaroo Valley
showground is arguably the most glorious setting of any
race finish line in Australia.
A unique course for a unique race and at 40 years,
one of the longest running “fun runs” in Australia.
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KV Golf Club News
Saturday 22nd March was again
threatening rain with only a few
members being willing to brave the
elements.
There were, however, enough starters
for a comp with Suzanne Greer’s 34
points, in difficult playing conditions,
being enough to take first place.
Gordon Thomson was second with 31 points
beating Joan Edwards on a countback.
Saturday 29th March 2014 a stroke and
monthly medal competition which was won
by Chris Gane with a very good Nett score

of 69 with visitor, Richard Nagel, close behind
in second place with another good score, Nett
70. Third place getter, Phil Gane was 4 strokes
further behind having a Nett 75. Saturday 5th
April was another difficult scoring day with
David Cochrane wining with 34 points. Phil
Gane was in the places again in second spot with
32 points and Ron Bower was amazed that his
28 points placed him in third position.
I hope you all notice that the visitor, Alex, who
portrait featured in last month’s report never
features in the places.
Until next time
Seventy Plus

Far left:
Bill Clemens on the 10th tee
Left:
Group of lady members
after the first round of their
match play

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS

44 651 177

Hay and
Silage
sales
Direct drilling
Ploughing
Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited
Consulting

Geoff and Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123

Property
management
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Firey Tales

On the 23rd March 2014 two
local junior tennis players played
off the Jett's Super Challenge at
Bomaderry Tennis Courts.
The top eight boys and top eight
girls in the Shoalhaven were
invited to play the under 16 age
group.
Both Leon Rebbeck and Gabby
Murphy were invited to play and
won both the boys and girls.
They will have their names put on the
honour board at Narang tennis courts
and received prize money. A big
congratulations to both these young
players.

(Continued from page 32)

of last resort in emergencies only.
The following limitations of NSP need to be
considered within your Bush Fire Survival
Plan:
 NSP do not cater for pets (This not to say
that you can’t take them with you just that
there may not be any facilities provided for
them)
 When using NSP do not always expect
emergency services to be present
 NSP do not provide meals, amenity or cater
for special needs (e.g. for infants, the
elderly, the ill or disabled)
 They may not provide shelter from the
elements, particularly flying embers
If an NSP is part of your contingency plan it
should not require extended travel through
fire affected areas to get there. If there is not
sufficient time or it is unsafe to travel to an
NSP you should then consider other preidentified safer locations such as your
neighbours’ home or a wide open space.
April call-outs
For the brigade on the operational side it was
a very quiet month with only one call-out to a
MVA on top of Berry Mountain. This call
was around 11:30PM and we were called off
on route once Beaumont brigade had arrived
on scene and advised we were not required.
Training and development
Training has continued with five members
continuing practising for their Village
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Firefighter course which is centred around
structural fires and car fires. Well done to Neil
Millet, who has just completed his BACO
course (Breathing Apparatus Control Officer).
This means that Neil will be able to coordinate
any members when they are using breathing
apparatus at an incident and maintain their
safety. This is an important job to ensure that
each operator has sufficient air to complete the
task and to check that all are accounted for at
all times.
We have had interest from two new recruits
and would like to run a new Basic Firefighter
course starting after Easter. If you have always
thought about joining up this is the time to act
so we can complete the training over the winter
months, ready for summer. Call up, drop down,
or visit the Facebook page.

Car fire attack on the Captain’s car

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator
Trucks

44 651 177

Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design
and
construction
Decorative

Geoff and Tania Sharman

Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and
Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

This space could be yours!!

All things gardens

Just telephone

44 651 621

Design
Construction
Maintenance
Visit our website to see more, or email us

0439 456 356
www.deliciousgardens.com.au

info@deliciousgardens.com.au
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright
0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

All mechanical repirs

Wrights Farm
Machinery P/L

Licensed Stonemason and bricklayer
Garry J Matthews Licence number R90957
2 Rectory Park Way, Kangaroo Valley

Dry Stone Walls and all types of brickwork
Stone and brick paving
Stone and block retaining walls

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030

40 years experience 30 years working in Kangaroo Valley

0410 315 954

Wildlife Rescue South Coast
(WRSC)
formerly NANA
tel no 0418 427 214
covers Kangaroo Valley and
South Coast to Ulladulla.
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

• 24/7 Emergency plumbing
•All construction work
•Renovations and extensions
•No job too BIG or small
•All your plumbing needs

Call Dave on 0431-466-417
Lic No: 242026C
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CARE





Algae & weed control
Pumps & filtration
Maintenance & repairs
Fish & plants
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This space could
be yours!
Promote your local
business to local
people … it pays off.

0409 550 741

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone
44 651 621

R and J
Painting and all
building renovations
Lic No R97126
Mobile 0435473931
Kangaroo Landscaping
*trench digging, soil levelling
*post hole digging 100, 150, 200
mm
*Driveway repairs
*Tree / hedge planting
*moving mulch, soil, rocks
*Landscape work; retaining walls,
rock walls

Phone;

0439 456 356

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist

“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road, Bowral 2576

(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED - FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Stephen 0406 344 820

Nathan 0414 713 353
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Anzac Day in Kangaroo Valley

24 hour crisis services
Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade 000
To call emergency services from
a mobile phone with no network 112
Lifeline

13 11 14

Salvation Army Care Line 1300 363 622
Health Direct Australia 1800 022 222
Mensline Australia 1300 789 978
Rape Crisis Centre (NSW) 1800 424 017
Domestic Violence Line (NSW)
1800 666 463
Poisons Information Centre 13 11 26
Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
1300 555 727
Beyondblue Info Line

1300 224 636

Ex-servicemen and Navy personnel

Counselling support
Suicide Call Back Service 1300 659 467
Salvation Army National Hope Line
1300 467 354
Sane Australia 1800 187 263
Parentline NSW 1300 130 062
Family Relationships Advice Line 1800 050 321
Relationships Australia 1300 364 277
Dads in Distress

1300 853 437

Grief support Line 02 9489 6644
Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and Suicide Survivors)
1800 671 621
National Association for Loss and Grief
02 6882 9222
Mental Health Information Service 1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI)
1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline 1800 808 488
Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service
1800 184 527
Carers NSW

John Anderson

Lorraine Mairinger

Franz Mairinger and
Gail Harvey

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor

1800 242 636

NSW Rural Mental Health Support Line
1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service 1800 011046

CENTRELINK 13 10 21
Editor’s note
This list was compiled by Jennefer Hutton as part of
the work undertaken by the Seniors Support group
in the valley.
The Voice supports the group’s activities and
initiatives and reprints the information as part of our
community service ethic.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

May 8:

Berry Community Forum 7pm Berry
Courthouse
June 13 & 14: Much Ado About Nothing, KV Hall
June 21:
Preschool Winter Dance
July 3:
King of the Mountain
October 4:
Not the Buster Keaton Silent Movie Show, KV
Hall
October 17-19 Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival
October 24: Twin Cellos Concert, KV Hall

Special events
May 24 and 25th 2014
Gershwin Concerts

Monthly events
Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed
David Smart 4465 1214
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery. Peter Stanton 4465 1688
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)

Tues (4th)

Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm Proceeds to Alzheimer's Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367
KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Lions Club. Jason Horton 4465 2222

Thurs (2nd)

P. and C. Meeting – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm
– locations as advised

Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands
4423 5990
Mon KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues 10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Tues Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Wed
Wed

Wed
Wed
Wed

Sun (last)
Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140
Sun (varies) KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) contact Victoria Salkeld 4465 2520

Bi-weekly events
Wednesdays daytime twice monthly and Wednesdays
(at night once monthly)
Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm
Patsy Robb 44 651 626 Mobile 0432 522 030
Thursday (1st and 3rd) Men’s Group
7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Mass St Joseph’s 7 am
(NB No Mass on Fridays)
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer 4465-1058 and
Phil Scott on 4465-1968.
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651 364
Drama Classes for teenagers at
The KV Hall Wednesdays
5pm-6.30pm.
Contact Jillian O'Dowd
02 4465 2795
or 0468 309 530

Thurs Yoga KV Hall 1-30pm and 3-30 pm
Enquiries 44 651 093
Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care and share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Sat

Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am

Sun

Anglican Church 4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, P.O. Box 6860, Kangaroo Valley, email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au. or “phone 44651225
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
P and C
Bianca Murphy
4465 1182
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182
Scots College
Mike Pitman
4465 1089
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Catholic Church Parish Office
4423 1702
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Joan Bray
4465 1851
Lions Club
Jason Horton
4465 2222
V.I.E.W. Club Jan Cole
4465 2774
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock
4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Johnson 4465 2197
Wildlife Rescue South Coast
0418 427 214
Wires
4862 1788
AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
Storm and flood SES 132500
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Frisbee
Mark McLennan 0439456356
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Melinda Mangold 0404 483 680
Pony Club
Victoria Salkeld
4465 2520
Rowing Club
Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756

4446 1160
OTHER ORGANISATIONS
4465 1585 Alcoholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482

If undelivered please return to :-
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Budgong Community Group

Alex Cooke 0418 440526
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival Denise Wright
4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain David Smart
4465 1214
K. V. Show
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Tourist Assn Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

Group Secretaries please check and update details
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